
....."

forward edge to

u.precr.precv.post ca,post -
itisnta tree edge

cross edge av
v.preov.post<a,proca, post



back edge av
vpro=a,pron, post <v.post

=> wir is a back edge
ifu.post or post



Detecting Cycles
Comma:Directed graph 6
has a cyclo iff DFSAII(6)
yields atleastone back

edge.
Proof:Suppose age is a
back edge. There is a path p
oftree edges from to a
Pou TV is
a cycle. ·



Suppose 6 has a cycle
C. Let u be the first vertex
ofC we explore during DFSAI

&isimmediate
e

During call DFS(r), we
will reach everyunmarked
vertex reach: fle from U.

We call DFS(u).
atv is a back edge



Cyclo Detection Algo:
Run DFSAII (6) to find

a postorder.
Return true its 5

an edge at sit. upostc
vipost

0(U+E) time



Topological Sort
Given directed graph 6 =(r,E)

a focalordering
of its vertices is a total
ordering of the vertices
where a cr aTUEE.
i..

you can draw graph so

edges onlygo left to right.
a bc058 act
- or-



oP&
0

Cyclo => no topological
ordering.

Directed acyclic graph (DAS)
if directed two cycles.

Every DAS has a top, order!
Proof:Run DFSAll,
No back edges.
=) for all edges air,



v. post - w.post.
Consider the red
postorder. wav for each
edge air, so itis
a top, order.

Alg: Run DFSAI.
Return reversed post

order.

0 (V+E) time





Dynamic Programming
Suppose we have a recurrence.

themoncygraph
has the subproblems
as its vertices a edges
x yyfor each direct
call for a subproblem

y from a subproblem X.

Cycle => infinite loop of

recursive calls.



So good recurrences have

DAGs as dependencygraphs.
root

↓

8-0-

00↳~ M--
If we do recursion with
basic memorization, we're doing
adepth first search.
so the subproblems are

solved in order.



The dynamic programming
algorithms are really
solving each subproblem
in postorder.

Cusuallywe justsay 'what
the postorder is)



mostfath problem
Given:A DA66=(V,E)
with edge weights l.:E TIR.
Want length of longestpath
from givens to given to

LLP(r):length oflongest
outh from to tor-
if no rot path exists.



If v =+, (LP(r) =0.
0.W.

LLP (r) =EO
it v=t

maxveweESe(v=w) +ow
(LP(n)3

Cmax over nothing = -y)

6 is the dependencygraph
for LLP.

OCV+E) time



Shortest Path in16.
max -min

-*5 +0

OCU+E) time


